Why buy from Vet-Ray by Sedecal?

Why does buying from the world’s largest X-ray manufacturing Company benefit you?

- Vet-Ray by Sedecal offers over 20 X-ray and digital solutions, more than anyone else.
- Technology leader with ongoing support and proven track record.
- Vet-Ray by Sedecal sells only the highest quality Digital Detectors: Canon and Vieworks. Vieworks and Sedecal are so confident in the high quality and reliability of the Vieworks Flat Panel Detectors, we will provide a free loaner should you have any manufacturing defect issues during the 5 yr factory warranty.
- Vet-Ray by Sedecal promotes Lowest Dose Needed - true ALARA (As Low As Reasonably Achievable) dose by using pre-set Anatomical Programing Techniques, we guarantee the lowest technique’s for each specific anatomical based exam. Dose and scatter are directly related, lowest does - lowest scatter to your staff.
- Sedecal builds quality rich features into each Veterinary X-ray system (the smallest compact generator on the market, 17 mA stations, Anatomical Programming, Fractional Focal Spot tubes on Digital systems , Rotor break for longer tube life, 4-way float top table standard, lower height table for easier lifting, heavy gauge construction, plastic floor spacers, etc.)
- Stand alone and integrated technology provides the ability to grow with your facility.
- Sedecal has offices and support centers in Chicago & Alabama with 24/7 support available!
- No required annual fees or monthly Service Contracts, software upgrades included for life, superior warranty options.
- Sedecal owns Vet-Ray and InnoVet Veterinary specific product lines.
- Sedecal is a OEM X-ray manufacturer for many major Human Companies
  - Thousands of users across North America.
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